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4.0 l[M tPME4RN P R SSH(1 AI) 100 kV CIUNTRL POr4R S1SUtX

The 100 Kv power distribution system at Oconee consists of the Central
switchyard and the Lee CTG. This system serves a dual pVrpose. The tee
CIG system serves as an emergency power supply as " ired by IS when
the norm-al oe-site power supply at KIewe Is not available or when in a
LCO. The Contral switchyard serves as a back-up source of power to the
off-site power supply I* a worst case scenario when normal off-site
power Is lost and the emrgency power source fails.

4.1 Review of Design

the team revlewed the desige of the tee [eurgeocy Power System and the
100 Kv Central Switchyard System.

4.1.1 tee Power System

I1b Lee [Jumrvcy Power System was reviewed to ensure d"equate voltage
would be available to supply the Oconee auxiliary Power system and also
to verify that the system had proper protection and coordination.

Calculation OSC-3790. "Voltage Stud, for Oconee Auailiary Power Systems
VAen Fed From tee Comustion Turbine Via CT-S Auxiliary Transformer was
reviewed to ensure adequate voltage would be available at the standby
bus when supplied by a toe CIG. During the review of this calculation
it was noted that the too CIG was modeled as an infinite source. The
licensee agreed that this source was not Infialte. lhe program used to
perform the voltage study was not capable of proprly odelIng the

e rator so It was treated as an infinlte source. to e"sure that this
ck of conservatits. did not adversely affect voltage levels within the

auxiliary power system, administrative controls were in effect which
increased the output voltage from the Lee CET from 138. kY to 14.1 WV.
Other aaministrative controls which were in effect when the tee CTG was
supplying the standby busses were the delayed loading of load centers IS
aMd 16 on nm-1,t0A units and placing the standby HPI pump In the OFF
position. Procedures were revietW to ensure that all administrative
controls resulting from this voltage study were Incorporated.

The team conducted discussions with the licensee concerning the Lee
voltage study. Sieclfically, thoe modeling of the generator In the
voltage studf as an Infinite bus. The licensee stated that the neat
revision of OSC-3290 would use the new C(Tif computer program. This
software has the capability to model the CIG more accurately and the
infinite sourtr assueption would be deleted. The licensee expressed
confidence tOw e**re was no issdiate need to revise that calculation
because of tw l ed conservatitv of Increasing the output of the
generator to 14.1 kY. Additionally, the Lee CIG would be at rated
output voltage and fre•rqvncy wen placed In service. The licensee had
tested the response of the it# CTG by adding a load of two 3500 14P
motors. The transient volta* dip lasted only 0.8 seconds. After
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thoroegh review of the Lee emergency power system the tea& concluded
that the Lee CIG would supply adequate voltage to the standby busses to
meet load voltage requiremats.

4.1.2 Central Switchyard

The team rviewed the 1O0 kV electrical distribution system under the
conditions of transformer CT-S being supplied from the Central
switchyard. The licensee has recently installed degraded grid
protection on that line. The modification package and supporting
calculations were reviewed.

Calculation OSC-4513,'Design Input Calculation Relative to kWi-Za8,.
provided a voltage study of the autillary power system when the system
,oaS being supplied from the Central swItchyard. Ihe calculation was
used to determine the Selpoints for the degraded grid protection system
for the 100 kV system. Io concern were noted.

4.2 Operation of the tee Power and Central 100 kY System

Procedure OPIOIA/1|07101. "100 kV Power Supply* includes enclosure 3.10
which allows the NIB of a unit whose startip transformer was out of
service to be energized from the Central switchyard. this aligiwent is
not Indicated in the eisting IS or UFSAR.

In reviewing the Operating Procedure, enclosure 3.10, the team noted
that step I.) requires at least 2 energized transmission circuits
connected to the Central switchlard, Mhe procedure does not require
that both of these circuits not be Oconee transmission circuits. If all
generating output from Oconee station was lost, the Central switchyard
would also be compromised and unavailable as a last resource when
providing emergency power. Thorefore, the procedure should be evaluated
to spicify one circuit coming from a substation other than Oconee.

S.0 SAM)GV SHUT0OWO4 FACILITV

lhe team reviewed the electrical distribution, mechanical systems.
operation and testing for the SSF. The design basis specification for
the 4I10/600/120V $$I Essential AC Power System, Spec. OSS-0264.00-00-2-
14. Rev. 0 was reviewed. The SSF was desigoed to provide the necessary
equIpment with an indrpendent power source to achieve and maintain hot
shutdown on any or all Ocone units for up to 7? hours in the event of a
station blackout, loss of nomil shutdown capability due to a fire as
postulated by 10 err SO Appendix R, sabotage, or turbine building flood.
The SSF consists of a diesel generator, diesel service water system* SSF
HYAC service water system, SSf diesel air system, SST NIAC system, ISV
auiiliary service water system, and SSF OKC makep system. In accordance
with the above design basis docuent, the $ir is not required to meet
single failure criteria since it is a backup to other existing safety
systems Installed in the Oconee units.
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S.A Review of Design

the team reviewed the WDS for the SSF. Calculations for the SSF were
incomplete. A fault study for the SSF electrical systen has never been
performed. this was Identified as an open item is the licenseet's DO
for the completion of calculation OSC-M09). the licensee considers that
the system design was adoqate for potential faults on the SIF
electrical system. the licensee provided three reasons for this
conclusion. the electrical equipment was the sane as eqIpment
purchased for the plant thus theo have the same fault duty ratings. the
fault currents would be less within the 1SF electrical system than
faults within the Oconee units electrical system because of voltage
drops through the cable. ?he S1! diesel generator was a smaller source
of fault current than plant fault sources.

The licensee also identified possible miscoordination in the $SF
electrical system. As identified in calculation OSC-1366, *Relay
Settings for SSF facility and tl~t#d [4ulpaent. a potiible
siscoordination exists between the W9C XIS incoming breaker and the ISF
feeder breakers. this cannot be determined until the completion of a
fault study for the SF facility.

Additionally. a voltage study has never been performed to document the
adequacy uf voltage In the SSf electrical system when it is being
supplied froam the 5$F diesel generatar. The lict-isee intends on
perforuing these basic calculations to pro..te an increased confidence
In the SSF electrical system. (See Appendix A, flnding 2)

The teas's review of the PC makeup system determined that the putPs are
required to deliver 26 gem through the reactor coolant pop seal
injection lines during an S$F event. the purpose of the 16 9g" Is to
provide cooling water to the reactor coolant p seals to naistaln the
seals intact during an S~f event and to maintain RCS inventory. IS
3.I.6.9 states that loss of reactor coolant through reactor coolant pop
seals and system valves to connecting systems (fttich vent to the gas
vent header and from whith coolant can be returned to the reactor
coolant sstew) shall not be subject to the consideration of IS 3.|.6.1
through 3.I.6.?. An eaceplion that such loss#e wten added to leakage
shall not egceed 30 gpe. This IS allows operation with leakage in
excess of 26 qV. which exceeds tho $SF sakeup pump capacity.

the tea• questioned the adeqtacy of TI 3.1.6.9 with respet to the S5F.
the licensee stated that the criteria for mabke capacity t2 the reactor
coolant system is based upo OMon operatirg euperience and vendor
information rather than allowable IS leakage rates. The intent Is to
provide makeup capabitlty to the KS based upon euperience rather than
emtrome postulated condtitons. the licensee also 1d-ntified that the
SSr StR dated 4/2111/8 states that the capacity of the SSF PC makeup
subsystem Is sited to account for normal KC$ leakage and shrinkage. The
licnstee stated that leakage rates approaching the limits stated In IS
3.1.6.9 are beyond the design basis of the S5F.
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The team did not agree with the licensee posttion's that IS 3.1.6.9 was
adetuate as written. the team concluded that total leakage euceed"ig
the capacity of the SS maltep pop could result in q"astioeing the
operability of the makeup Po. The valee SpKifiled in the TS exceeds
the required capability of the SF smakeup system. This ittm Is
identifled for further RC review. This will be identified as
I1` 9]-0Z-04.

5.2 Testing

The inspection team reviewed the procedure. IP/O/AIMS/Oas/. "SSf 125
VOC Battery Service Test and Annual Surreillance* and observed the
actual test and results for this battery surveillance. The results of
the service test were consistent with the :alculations perforsed by theteam&. ho disCrepanCies %ere noted.

0SC-1132. 12S Volt DC Standby Shutdown facility Auxiliary fower System
Battery and Battery Charger Siting Calculation was reviewed to verify
the discharge amnperages used to test the 5SF 12S Volt DC battery systm
for the yearly discharge test. This calculation is conservative and
fully tests the capacity of the battery. lb discrepancies were noted.

6.0 LOW VIXTAQ[ 600 VAC AND SILOW

6.1 600408 VAC Power Systems eview

The team reviewed the 6001Z08 VAC It% voltage power system to assess
load current and short circuit current capabilities. voltage regulation.
protection and coordination. and single failure criteria,

lI. team concluded that the 4001200 VAC low volta" power and 125 VIC
systeat were capable of siupplyi•g power of adequate voltage to
safety-related loa4s and that suuff cient redundancy eists to enable the
systems to function despite a single failure of a safety related
comonent. The team noted that saw worst case scenarios wer not
considered In calculations, but preliminary calculations provided during
the inspection dmstrated operability. It is eOpected that these
calculations will be formaited to confirm the preliaimary results. In
addition, the team noted that testing used to demonstrate operability of
eqvipaent at volta#s lower than manufacturer's uaranteed mimisms was
less than rigorous. *nd, in se cases, results were non-conservatively
applied. the team did note, however, that testi.ng ge"rally
demonstrated wide margins of available voltage so that this does not
preset, a safety concern.

6.1.1 Voltage and Short Circuit (alculatioms

The teas determined that voltage calculations did14t consider worst
case scenarios. Calculation OSC-105f. Ocone Unit I Voltage and Load
Study. (wit•ut loss of off-site power) did o* consider a sligle
failure Consisting of tow spurious application of a large unscheduled
load. Since the 410 volt tS busses are tntercoa.eted. wolt&" effects

i
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caused by such a falire would affect redundant safety strings. The
licensee provided preliminary calculations which demstrated that
transient and steady state voltages resulting from this scenario would
be 61 and 2.51 lower than previously analyzed, respectively, but these
were bounded by worst case voltages determned tn calculation OSC-2444
for a tOCAILOOP fed by Keowee through the underground path.

Neither calculation OSC-20SI nor 0SC-2444 considered worst case system
alignments such as a feed from an alternate source. Preliminary
calculations provided in response to the team's question demonstrated
that voltages at safety busses could be approximately I.St lower than
previously analyzed.

Voltage at the terminals of W1CC control circuits had not been
determined. Preliminary calculations provided In response to the teas's
imnlry showed voltages slightly lower than manufacturer's published
mlnloms for starters, 82.161 of rated vs. 851 required, Sase voltage
used for this calculation was not derived from worst case scenarios, so
slightly worst results are expected whe, those calculations are
formalized. Alternate criteria cited In 0SC-20S9 were 6S1 for sile 2
starters and 70.2 for site S starters. These criteria were based on
tests of only one device of each size but they were nonetheless termed
"sinimun voltae criteria.' the team agreed that adequate margin
existed between the tested values and calculated voltage, but that a
more rigorous approach was needed to establish conservative *minimum
operating voltages.

Calculation OSC-20S9 demonstrated that all low voltage circuit breakers
were applted within their interrupting ratings except one non-safety
breaker which was applied approximately 21 In excess of Its rating.
this co•dstton did not affect safety related equlpsent and was not
considered significant. the licensee had not developed Justification
for fuses applied at voltages slightly higher than published ratings as
recomended by the SITA team. Although the team considered this to be a
valid conctrn, the fuses in question were used only in non-safety
circuits and would euperience overvoltage only during plant shutdown.
and thus did not present a nuclear safety concern.

6.1.2 Protoction. Coordination and Containment [lectrical Penetration
Protection

Coordination documented in calculation OSC-3120 was adequate although
there was a lack of coordination bttween WCC load breakers and the WCC
feeder breakers in the instantaneous region due to series molded cate
circuit breakers, toad cable i|pedance generally reduced fault levels
such that coordination existed for faults at the loads. Armored cable
was used and only one string was affected by faults near the output of
breakers so this vas adequate.

There was a slight loss of coordination betwm the 600 VAC WC feeders
and certain older model downstream 208 VAC WC feeders. This
miscoordination was In a narrow range and was not a significant problem.
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Protective devices for low voltage aotors were sot expected to actuate
during severe voltage dips eaperieaced during loading from Ke.we
umaerglmnd since control circuit fuses were sited for sustained
inrushes and delayed contactor pklAW was tolerable. Overload
protection was oversized to avotd tripping of aotors and Mator Operated
Valve (toV) actors could withstand stall conditlons for the duration of
eapected voltage excursions.

The team noted that thea liceosee Is not committed to and does not comply
with 1[(-317 requirements for penetration back-up protection. In
addition, formal calculations were not available to demonstrate the
adeqay of primary protction, i. It* censee stated that a formal
calculation was In progress.

6.1.3 [quipuent Ratings

Calculations 05C4441 and OSC-ZOS9 deamcntrated that ratio% of load
center transformers were adequate for esoected loadings. There was so
calculation relating to cable sizing. but a review of several cables by
the team tinlcated conservatite sizing for contlinuos. overload. and
short circuit loading.

6.? US VX instrumentation antd Contral Powre System

he 1Z5 IVDC Instrumentation and Control Power System was reviewed to
assess battery capacity. system voltage. load and short circuit current
capabilities, protection and coordination. and single failure criteria.

6.2.1 Battery Sizing and Battery Chargers

Battery capacity calculation OSC-24Z2 did not consider a single failure
consisting of a fault on the system or the worst case configuration
allowed by IS which would result in thrie batteries with $3 cells each
available. Preliminary calculations performed by the licefsee
demonstrated that first minute voltage resulting free these scenarios
would be lower by 0.7V and OV. resptctively, than the previously
analyted worst case. this difference was not sufficient to alter
conclusions relative to system voltage as discussed below.

Calculation OSC-ZOS9 demonstrated that battery chargers did not receive
rated voltage uoder severely degraded grid cooeitijes. the licensee
provided an analysis to supprt operability of the chargers but no test
data or vendor coocurrence was available. The team noted that reftced
battery charger output would o•ot cause an tmediato operability concern
and that sustained Operation at a voltage just above the first level
protection setpoint was extremely unlikely. the licensee also stated
that all of the chargers would be replaced within two years with
equipment specified and tested to meet the postulated volta" extreme.
On this basis, the team found the condition to be acceptable.
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Per calculation OSC-46S3, battery chargers were stied to meet the
e#isting design basis of a on* hour duty cycle. Iew chargers will be
1ied to meet the U11[-946 criteria for an eight hour doty cycle.

6.2.Z System Voltage and Short Circuit Calculations

Draft calculation OSC-4?16 Indicated that system voltage was not
sufficient to provide sanufacturer's r"comended ainlwml voltage to soame
equIpmnt. Voltage shortfalls were small (less than 10% below
guaranteed mi.timui) but componnt tests to prove adequacy were
Questionable In so" cases.

Calculation OSC-2|82 dehonstrated that circuit breakers were adequately
rated to Interrupt the aimin available fault current.

6.Z.3 Protection and Coordination

Data In calculation OSC-31ZO indicated a lack of coordination in the
instantaneous region between a non-safety load breaker and the upstream
isolating diode protection and panelboard feeder breakers. This lack of
coordination was for cable faults neiar or at the load breaker. Cable
and fault resistance allow selectihe tripping for faults at the load.
Armored cable was used and only one string was affected by unlikely
close In faults, so this was adequate.

Calculation OSC-31ZO further doo•ostrated that non-safety Inverter
isolating diode protection did not coordinate with upstream distribution
center protection such that a bolted fault at the diode output could
disable redjndant 125 VDC strings. In response to the tea's concern,
the licensee performe preliminary calculations based on revised cable
lengths "hich demonstrated adequate coordination.

6.13 SoItchyard 125 YD( PoWer System

The Swttchlard 12S VOC Power System *as reviewed to assess battery
capacity, system voltage, load and short circuit current capabilities,
protrction and coordination, and single failure criteria.

5.3.1 Battery Sizing

Calculation OSC-44$8 determlned switchyard battery capacity using a
combination of measured loads an" tabulated loads and was found to be
adequate.

6.3.2 System Voltage and Short Circuit Calculations

Draft calculation OSC-440 Indicated that system voltage was not
sufficient to provide manufacturer's r.cowended initu voltage to samw
equipment. for example, the calculation deterlined that voltage at the
terminals of the Cutler Nwmer Typo n relay used in the PCI trip on
Transformer Lockout circuits was 11.5 VOC. this was less thin 01 of
rated voltage. IAnufacturr's guaranteed pickup was 6SS of rated, or



10? VDC. The calculation listed alternative tint"A pickup voltages of
S41 and 60% of rated for cold coils and wars coils respectively. These
values were based on a test of 6 relays but the test report Indicated
that these were average values. These average values were incorrectly
interpreted as the mlnlwm values, the actual range of tested voltages
was not known so the margin between the mail.m tested values and
calculated values could not be deteruined. (See A4pndis A. finding 2)

the teas felt that rigorous testing of a statistically significant
s%&pVi under controlled conltlons. witlh conservative m4rgins applied to
the results should have been performed hean manufacturer guaranteed
mintmu m ere w not met. lest data presented to the team did not meet
these standards.

Calculation OSC-31Z0 decanstrited that circuit breakers wtft adeqqately
rated to Interrupt the oltri,% Available fault current.

6.3.3 Protection and Coordination

Data In calculation OS-3120 InIcated a lack of coordination it the
instantaneous region of series molded case circuit breakers such that A
fault at the output of the PCS control circuit isolation diodes could
cause a loss of reduadapt panelboards. In response to the team's
concern, the licenas performed preliminary calculations based oa
revised cable lenwths which demonstrated that adeqate coordination
would tuist fer it least one parelboard. thus elimioating the
possibility of losing redJ.•danI paneltoards.

6.4 170 VAC Vital Pmotr

Calculation OSC-46S) d••Astrat"J aelequate inverter capacity.
Calculation OSR-1lZO drnostrated adeq4ate circuit breaker arn fuse
coordination.

IN, team met with licensee representative POtO in AppendlI C at the
concl~sion of the tnspection on Marth S. 1973. At the plant site. there
wert no dissenting €wrtnts rrtetved. Proprietary Ilformation is out
ccnta1ned In this report.
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Amodio A

Ftndlog 1: Lack of Istegrated lost of [serg#ocy power Source for
Oco0to and lack of test to destrate desit0 capability.

Description:

1he following electrical features of tho emrg!ey power source
((Kaeoe) have not boom tested eor has the power path been fully
tested to demomstrat. design capability:

The switchyard Isolation (relay 94) of the (GIPS had naeer been
tested. The suitchyard Isolate cooplete feature had not bee•
tested. (para. 2.3.1)

The overhead path from Keowet to the switchyard has never bee"
tested. (paras. .3.1)

ketwee Hydro [oerqtecy Start (PIIO/AJ*62016) test procedure does
not test the units in the WtNWo that UFSAft Section 8.3.1.1.1
inicates that the uitt is IoaJcd. ( para. 3.4.2.1)

The cosposite of the preitot Krowt# tests do not bound tI design
requtrements. (par.. 3.4.2.1)

Safety $i•n•ifcaftce:

Tests would defcnstrate that the merency power system will
perform Its des1gn bases function satisfactorily. A lack of these
types of test could lead to the emergitcy power source befog
Iunavailable.

FInItnM 2: Analysvs. study, -l calculattos "t coPlete or not
performed.

Descrtpt ton:

Whe follouing are e*Vlmes of caltculaticms that were aot complete,
or supportive:

lhe calculation 05C-ZO9 may not have takiet the worst b lauin9
condition when determining the voltage on the 4160V and lower
voltale safety tbasses. (para. 2.3.2)

The teas boted that there was n analyS*S nor test to verify that
the rapid transfer (transfer of power to 101s) timing was correct.
(para. 2.3)

The Iicesree did riot have a transient voltag# study for the
4 kV safety load groups whA they are supplied from the toe
gas turblte or from Central substation. (para 2.6.1)
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Xo study h*4 bet conducted to revitev control cable length and the
itte of the fuses befog used 0o protect such circuits.
(para. 2.7.1)

KC-0013, Auxitlary Powe*r Systen Voltage Level, Rev , (3/9/1t2), a
voltage Analysts of the Vtowte 6MOY austliarles was considered
Incovtlete. the sualu and minimu expected voltages should have
bete deteritned for the evaluation. (para. 3.2.4.4)

Malysis to support the fact that Keowe auailiaries will not be
degraded due to overvoltages or overfrequency conditions when
beinfg supplied fro one Keowe Unit. (para. 3.7.4.4)

Identify the full scompe and coplete Individual voltage component
calculations for K*t9k*. (para. 3.2.4.4)

The licentre could not pro*v*d an analysis to support the
asls-ptton that O0ccc- safety IoAs could properly prform during

ovwrfrequncp transient lasting 40-50 stcoods. (para. 3.3.3)

S.ieral calculations Wsr* not Coaplett for tM SSF. (para. 5.1)

to support calculatitmn O•.-44S for the Swftchyard 12S VDC power a
more rigorous test of the mini•us requIr#d pickup voltage say Lo
ne*ed. (para. 6.3.?)

Safety Siplifcance.

Inco•plete or Insdequate desIgn calculations can lead to unclear
design bases. irroper eqjtpWNt specification and equitpst
qlalification evaluations., PrfoIc.Ae, And modfications.

Ftndirv 3: [maoPles of inadeq'uate control of drawinis aMJ setpoint document.

Dscript ice:

Inaccuracies were toted in the recently developed Kecwet
metcaoical sulport systms lcv diagraos. Drawings of the Keowee
air syste" were not availab~le. Itis was ack-owledged asPIP-O-Og3-O191. (para. 3.Z.?)
A controlled doctwwt for the setpolots at fvowee (escept for

lecttrlcal relal tettintis) waS not available. (para. 3.3.4.3)

Safety S1gnIfic We0:

lack of (orrect AM tbhtrotled d*cuMnt$ can effect how sYstems
anr4 co.,wents are maintain" and op#erat#d.
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Finding 4: Areas where additiomal litenset actions are warranted to complete
corrective actions.

Description:

The re;poase of the reotee governor sylten to postulated failures
(1*., loss of oil level) WAs not fully analyted or understood.
(para. 3.2.4.1)

Jwplitentation of the selpoint revision to the Loss of Field relay
at Ketwiee had not been itplemented. (para. 3.2.4.1)

Safety Significance:

Corrective actions should be thorough and complete to assure that
the comollete problem Is understood and corrected.

Ft•Jit,) S: Veowee itiqnefrlng anaJlyses *ere not sufficiently comprehensive
and specific values had not beeen established that would bound
destgn criteria.

D•scription:

The licensee did not consd,,r All credible failure modes for the
Keowte gwveror control system and voltage rtaulator. (pare.3.1.41I)

the basis for bypasstng Keowte trip functions during emergency
start of the unit was not fully afnalyjid or documented. (pare.).l.4.Z)

the effect of frequency of the electric power supplied by KIeowee
to (CCS pump rotors hade not been fully evaluated. (pare, 3.4.1)

Acceptable voltage and freqncy limitaltions for Keowe electrical
auxiliarles and the emergitncy power system should be defined.
Addtttonally. acceptable recovotry times from voltage and frequency
ecurstons should also te Idontified. (pare. 3.4.1)

Safety Signlificance:

[0gi,,eering analysis should be complete and address the
application to which the equipment or system must perform.

Fin1liu 6: Oesign Features and Mechanical Components at Keo'e Vitre
Identified that Vitre Not Being Tested.

Description:

the team identified several components Involved In the operation
of the Kteowe units during• a omergency start which were not being
tesled. (para. 3.4.1.4)
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Testing was not being performed on safety related mchmnical
coen"-t% (it., c@olet% aad pumps). (1.4.2.4)

Safety Significance

All design features and comonents that could effect the
prforuuiwe or the design bas#% function should be included In the
testing or that function.
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A Ameres
A" Asa Brown Sorerl
ACI Air-oWated Circuit Breaker
AIOO Analysts and (valuation of Operational Data. Office for (IK)
AGC Automatic Guneration Control
Al Augmented Inspection Tean
AkSI Aerican National Standards |%stitute
CCVT Coupling Capacitor Voltage Iransforur
C(IM Continuous Sytstem ModelIng Progran
CIG Cumbsttion Turbine enerator
DBO Design-basis Oocimt
OiU Design-W ls [vent
DID Design E[g1ieering Departmet
tCCS [mergency Core Cooling Systs
lOS tlectrical Distribution System

Ik( [emergency fewd Water
(GIPS (Eternal Wrid trouble Protection Systes
IS [nginered SafeUANrds
WPT Covernor Oil Pressure lank
HPiP H1g0*pr*%Stre Injection Pump
IVAC 14eating. Ventilation, arol Air Coniitiontt g
I([( Institute of Electrical and El•ctronics [mginters
IK(A Insulatt! Power Cable Etqneers Association
JTA Job Task Analysis
KID Keowee Ilowo Drawing
kV KilaIultI
t(O Limiting Conition for Oreration
UiN Liconse Event Report
1OCA Los of Coolant Jccident
lOOP lost of Offsite Power
tPl Low Pressure Injection
tPSW too Pressure Service Water
"qCC Motor Control Center
W)Ir Motor Driven [merqtncy leedwater
MFM Main Feeder Bus Monitoring Panel
Weli Main Feeder Bus I
KIBI Main Feeder Bsi 2
ROV Motor Operated Valve
MVA Megavolt-Anere
NO Megawsatt
NKP Nuclear Plant Reliability Data Systes
11RC Nuclear Reilatory CosmIsslon
aRiS Oconee hlar Station
PiP Problet Ide1tification Process
PIR Probl. Ident ificat Jon Report
PMPermanet Ialet Geverator
PRA Probablistic Risk AsseSsmet
0( Quality Control
ON Qualtty Standards Muu'Wal
ias Reactor Building Sprays
R(P Reactor coolant Nw



SCS Reactor CooAMIAt System
ROf Refueltn 1~ t? 01 0
is 1ehtmcal IISp cain
SITA Sell Iattlated Technical Aud4it

SOU $0sae~it Qublification Utility Group
UfSAR Updated fistal Safety Apalyiss Report
USAS Uaited States of America Standards,
VAC Volts Alterniating Curreot,
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Dobson
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Patrick
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Rothe•berger
Rowley
Sills
Stovail
Street
Sweigart
Tucker

P[RSOS CONTACHID

Manager, Community Relations. Oconre
Corporate Cou!mtcations. Charlotte
Station Manager
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pjt REGUj. 4UNITED STATESREG NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Meena K. Khanna, Chief
Plant Licensing Branch I
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: John E. Thorp, Chief
Instrumentation and Controls Branch
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST FOR SUSQUEHANNA
STEAM ELECTRIC STATION THE CHANGE TO TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) 3.5.1.12
(TAC NOS. MF1955 AND MF1956)

By letter dated June 6, 2013 (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System
(ADAMS) Accession No. ML13158A096), the licensee requested approval for the proposed
amendments to the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical
Specifications (TS) and Surveillance Requirements (SR). This license amendment would
change Surveillance Requirements (SR) 3.5.1.12 in Technical Specification 3.5.1 "ECCS -
Operating."

Specifically, the proposed amendments would eliminate the TS requirement for the Automatic
Depressurization System (ADS) valves to open during manual actuation of the ADS circuitry
test. Additionally, the proposed amendments change the surveillance frequency from "24
months on a staggered test basis for each valve" to "24 months." The proposed change will
reduce the potential for valve seat misalignment and leakage during operation that can be
caused by opening the valve to perform SR 3.5.1.12.

The Instrumentation and Controls Branch (EICB) has reviewed the licensee's submittal. Within
the scope of its review, the EICB staff finds the proposed TS changes to be acceptable. EICB's
safety evaluation input is enclosed.

Enclosure:
Safety Evaluation

CONTACT: Karl Sturzebecher, NRR/DE/EICB
(301) 415-8534
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS BRANCH

LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST FOR SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
FOR THE CHANGE TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT

(SR) 3.5.1.12 (TAC NOS. MF1955 AND MF1956)
DOCKET NUMBERS 50-387 AND 50-388

1.0 INTRODUCTION

By letter dated June 6, 2013 (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System
(ADAMS) Accession No. ML13158A096), the license amendment request (LAR) along with the
requests for additional information (RAIs) provided sufficient information for a technical review of
the requested Technical Specifications (TS) and Surveillance Requirements (SR) changes. The
specific changes evaluated herein are for TS 3.5.1 and SR 3.5.1.12 and the associated Bases
for this requirement allow stroking of only the reactor safety/relief valves (S/RVs) actuator to
demonstrate operability without moving the valve stem and seat.

The Susquehanna Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) S/RVs are Crosby Model HB-65-
BP Dual Function S/RVs, which are designed to perform as either a safety valve or as a relief
valve. The safety valve mode of operation is independent and separate from the relief valve
mode. The safety valve mode of operation is initiated when the increasing static inlet steam
pressure overcomes the restraining spring and frictional forces acting against the inlet steam
pressure to move the disc in the opening direction. The relief valve mode of operation is initiated
when an electrical signal is received at any or all of the solenoid valves located on the
pneumatic relief-mode actuator assembly. The manual actuation of the ADS valves is initiated
from the control room. The solenoid and air control valve will open to allow an air source to
pressurize the lower side of the piston in the pneumatic cylinder to push it upwards. This action
is transmitted through a lever arm and pivot mechanism which in turn pulls the valve lifting nut
upwards, thereby opening the valve to allow steam discharge through the valve. Upon de-
energizing the solenoid, the air valve will reposition to allow the pressurized air in the cylinder to
vent to atmosphere and thus close the valve. Six of the S/RVs use the relief valve mode to
perform the ADS function.

Each Susquehanna unit use six of the S/RVs as ADS valves to reduce reactor pressure during
small breaks in the event of High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) failure. After reactor vessel
pressure is reduced to the capability of the low-pressure systems, Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) mode and Core Spray (CS), these low pressure
systems provide inventory makeup to maintain acceptable post-accident temperatures. The
ADS functions to depressurize the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) to allow the combination of
the LPCI and CS operation to inject into the RCS. The ADS valves can be opened automatically
or manually.

The current SR 3.5.1.12 verifies the ADS valves can be manually opened with the associated
solenoids and are functioning properly by observations. The SR is required to be performed at
least once per 24 months on a staggered test basis for each solenoid. During each refueling
outage in accordance with the SR, the ADS valves are removed from the plant and

ENCLOSURE



setpoints tested. The setpoint testing program includes the manual actuation of the ADS valves
during bench testing of the valves. The ADS valves are reinstalled in the plant and the SR is
performed on all of the ADS valves to manually actuate the valves with plant-installed
equipment.

2.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION

The NRC staff regulatory evaluation is based on the following guidance and regulations
documents below:

* Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50.36 requires in part that the
operating license of a nuclear production facility include technical specifications.
Paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of that part requires that a limiting condition for operation (LCO) of a
nuclear reactor must be established for each item meeting one or more of four criteria.
The S/RV functions identified in LCO 3.5.1 meet Criterion 3, "A structure, system, or
component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates to
mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier." Paragraph (c)(3)
further requires the establishment of surveillance requirements, "relating to test,
calibration, or inspection to assure ... that the limiting conditions for operation will be
met." As discussed above, the proposed changes in the surveillance requirements for
the S/RVs are sufficient to demonstrate the safety and relief modes of operation for the
S/RVs, and therefore, are sufficient to ensure the limiting conditions for operation are
met.

* IEEE 279-1971, "Criteria for protection systems for nuclear power generation stations,"
describes test data for equipment qualifications, which on a continuing basis need to
achieve a particular level of system accuracy, as per 4.4 "Equipment qualifications." The
extrapolation of test data can demonstrate the quality levels achieved through
inspection, calibration and testing, which is stated in 4.3 "Quality of components and
modules." The LAR provided data through LERs and an S/RV test case and thus
supported the proposed change to the surveillance procedures.

* (Regulatory Guide) RG-1. 118, "Periodic Testing of Electrical Power and Protection
Systems" provides a regulatory position replacement description for a logic system
functional test, as noted in Section 6.3.5 of IEEE Std. 338-1987, "IEEE Standard Criteria
for the Periodic Surveillance Testing of Nuclear Power Generating Station Safety
Systems." The logic system functional test does not have to include the actuated
device, to verify operability. Simultaneous testing of the system from the sensor to the
actuated equipment may not be practical, and thus a system design shall provide an
overlap testing capability as part of the periodic surveillance testing procedure.
Furthermore from Section 5.5 of IEEE Std. 338-1987 the testing an instrument channel
and logic circuits separate from the actuator devises is acceptable.

* 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria (GDC) 13, "Instrumentation and
control" demonstrates instrumentation shall be provided to monitor variables and
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systems over their anticipated ranges for normal operation, for anticipated operational
occurrences, and for accident conditions as appropriate to assure adequate safety,
including those variables and systems, affecting the fission process, the integrity of the
reactor core, the reactor coolant pressure boundary, and the containment and its
associated systems. Appropriate controls shall be provided to maintain these variables
and systems within prescribed operating ranges.

The present Susquehanna methods for the S/RV surveillance have been recognized industry
wide as causing unnecessary shifts to the accuracy of the valve and further performance
challenges.

3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The staff has reviewed the licensee's proposed TS change and finds the current surveillance
requirements can result in additional seat leakage of the ADS valves during power operation.
Such leakage would be directed to the primary containment suppression pool, causing a need
to increase cooling to the suppression pool water or a plant shutdown to fix the leaking valve.
The proposed testing provides for actual stroking of the ADS S/RVs after performing the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code setpoint testing on a sample of valves
combined with stroking only the S/RV actuators after the ADS S/RVs have been installed.

At Susquehanna the ADS valves are removed from the plant and setpoint tested during each
refueling outage in accordance with SR 3.5.1.11. The setpoint testing program includes the
manual actuation of the ADS valves during the bench testing of the valves. The ADS valves are
reinstalled in the plant and SR 3.5.1.12 is performed on all of the ADS valves to manually
actuate the valves with plant-installed equipment. Prior to start-up, valves will have been cycled
with the actuator, which can cause misalignment of the valve internals. The response to staff's
request for additional information (EICB RAI #1) demonstrated that further cycling of the valves
with the actuator not only misaligns the valve's load bearing parts but also can upset/shift the
valve's setpoint from the criteria set forth in the TS. The six listed licensee event reports (LERs)
showed a continued pattern and a general lowering of the valve's set pressure.

The phenomena of set pressures being found outside of the acceptance criteria was
documented in a Crosby Receipt inspection report for the S/RVs. A valve with a nameplate set
pressure of 1205 psig was subjected to a series of actuations and the new set pressure was
recorded after each actuation. The final setpoint shifted downward an average of 0.43% on this
particular valve. This data is consistent with the industry operating experience, which has
produced that the number of S/RV openings needs to be reduced as much as possible and
unnecessary challenges to the S/RV should be avoided.

The licensee states that the proposed change to the SR would allow the uncoupling of the ADS
valve stem from the plant-installed remote manual actuation equipment prior to performing SR
3.5.1.12, thereby allowing the verification that the plant-installed manual actuation equipment
functions without requiring the opening of the ADS valve. The ADS valves that are removed
during each refueling outage will continue to be manually actuated during the bench testing of
the valves as part of the setpoint testing program. The uncoupling of the ADS valve stem from
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the plant-installed remote manual actuation equipment will allow increased testing of the manual
actuation valve solenoids without cycling the valve.

The LAR states that all of the components necessary to manually actuate the ADS valve will
continue to be tested. The proposed changes to SR 3.5.1.12 will result in the testing of the
manual actuation of the S/RVs being performed in two overlapping steps in accordance with the
requirements of SR 3.5.1.11. The setpoint testing of the ADS valves is performed after the
valve and actuator assemblies have been removed from the plant and transported to an
approved vendor. The valves are bench tested at the vendor location to verify the safety and
relief mode of valve operation. The safety mode is tested by verifying the pressure required
below the valve disc to open the valve is consistent with design requirements. The relief mode is
tested by providing air to the valve actuator and verifying the performance of the valve actuator,
lever, and pivot mechanism to open the valve. The proposed changes to SR 3.5.1.12 would
require the testing of the ADS valves manual relief mode after the valves are installed in the
plant. The testing would be performed with the actuator uncoupled from the valve stem to allow
the testing of the manual actuation electrical circuitry, manual actuation solenoid and air control
valve, and the actuator without causing the ADS valve to open.

The staff notes that, with the proposed change to SR 3.5.1.12, all of the ADS S/RV air solenoids
will be actuated on a 24-month frequency. This is more frequent that the current SR which
requires only that the air solenoids be tested on a staggered basis when the ADS S/RVs are
actuated. Therefore, this part of the proposed change exceeds the current TS requirement.

6.0 CONCLUSION

Based on its review of the proposed TS change and discussion of the RAI's, the staff finds that
the proposed surveillance testing change is acceptable. The only significant difference between
the current surveillance testing and the testing proposed by the licensee is the sampling
approach to stroke-testing a portion of the total S/RV population each outage, when the S/RVs
are setpoint tested, is less than the current testing of all S/RVs each refueling. However, the
proposed change logically provides for the stroking of S/RV actuators only when setpoint tests,
or maintenance or repair activities, are performed. This approach reduces the unnecessary
challenges to the S/RV, and increases the frequency of testing of the ADS S/RV air solenoids
loop, and logic system while maintaining the proper overlap of valve testing per six year
intervals, when the entire valve is shipped for certified testing and rebuild.

As noted in the regulatory evaluation in RG-1.118, the logic system functional test does not
have to include the actuated device, to verify operability. Simultaneous testing of the system
from the sensor to the actuated equipment may not be practical, and thus a system design shall
provide an overlap testing capability. This proposed detachment of the valve from the actuator
under a controlled periodic surveillance testing procedure acceptably falls within the code and
thus improves system accuracy required by IEEE Std. 279-1971, 4.4.

The NRC Staff has concluded, that (1) there is reasonable assurance the health and safety of
the public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, (2) there is reasonable
assurance the changes in the post-LAR modified plan configuration for the new system activities
will be correctly and accurately documented in compliance with the Commission's regulations,
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and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security
or to the health and safety of the public.
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